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Effectiveness of Intensive Care Management for severe mentally ill in Ichikawa
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\textsuperscript{3}Headquarter, Psilocybe Inc., Higashioomi, Japan

Since 2004 kohnodai hospital has downsized psychiatric beds and introduced ICM (Intensive Care management) for community care and developed the community care system among medical services and warfare agencies in Ichikawa city. It could make many patients who had long-term hospitalization or were frequent users of psychiatric emergency to achieve safe and stable life in the community.

The aim was to compare the efficacy of ICM service with standard community services for the patients with SMI(severe mentally ill).

The patients who were with SMI and hospitalized in Kohnodai hospital from November 1 2011 to August 31 2012 were divided two groups, those who were living in Ichikawa and living in elsewhere and compared outcome about readmission to psychiatric ward, drop out from community service and improvement of social function at 12 months.

We will provide the result in the presentation and moreover refer to the effect of the care management system.
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